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Greek forward Georgios Koutsas scored his second goal in a Fire shirt in his first-ever MLS start. Koutsias,
who scored his first MLS and Chicago Fire goal in the 89th minute of the 3-3 tie with Atlanta United, scored in
consecutive MLS matches for the first time in his career.
Winger Maren Haile-Selassie scored his third goal of the season and his fourth across all competitions. Three
of Haile-Selassie’s goals have come in the Club’s last five matches.
Swiss international midfielder Xherdan Shaqiri tallied an assist for a third straight match. The Fire’s No. 10
has provided four assists in the team’s last five matches.
Forward Kei Kamara notched his first career assist for the Fire.
Unbeaten in their last three matches across all competitions, the Fire have scored eight goals during that
stretch.
Midfielder Jairo Torres returned to the starting XI for the first time since leaving the field with a first-half injury
in the Fire’s first game of the season against NYCFC on March 4.
Goalkeeper Chris Brady backstopped the group, manning the net in his 12th start of the season.
Defenders Jonathan Dean (left upper leg), Carlos Terán (right knee) and Justin Reynolds (left upper leg),
midfielders Fabian Herbers (yellow card accumulation), Chris Mueller (hip), Federico Navarro (red card
suspension) and Sergio Oregel Jr. (right lower leg) and forward Victor Bezerra (left upper leg) were
unavailable for selection tonight.

 Chicago Fire FC (3-4-7, 16 points) battled the New England Revolution (7-3-4, 25 points) to a 3-3 draw at Gillette
Stadium.

Playing their seventh match in the last three weeks, the Fire raced ahead to an early two-goal lead in the first half,
but conceded a pair of goals to enter the halftime break level, 2-2. The two sides would exchange goals late in the
second half to earn a point each.

Ten minutes into the match, Chicago won a ball in their half and midfielder Xherdan Shaqiri scanned the field for a
target. Shaqiri sent a perfectly-weighted ball behind the Revolution defense for forward Georgios Koutsias. The
young forward ran onto the pass, taking a couple of controlling passes toward the goal before placing his shot
past the goalkeeper and into the lower left corner. With his goal, Koutsias became the third player under the age
of 20 to score in back-to-back matches for the Fire, along with Jhon Durán and Justin Mapp.
Koutsias was a key part of the second goal in the 22nd minute, when he played a pass up the left flank for Miguel
Navarro. The quick Venezuelan cut a pass across the goalmouth that bounced off Andrew Farrell and redirected
into the net.

New England pulled even just before halftime with goals in the 38th and 40th minutes. Revolution midfielder Noel
Buck put one past Homegrown goalkeeper Chris Brady with a big shot from outside the box in the 38th minute.
Two minutes later, Bobby Wood, who assisted on Buck’s goal, sent the ball sailing to the back of the net off a
header from the center of the box.

Brady kept the score level in the 55th minute when Giacomo Vrioni found himself one-on-one with the young
’keeper. Vrioni squared up and Brady made himself big, saving the shot with his foot.
In the 79th minute, second-half substitute Brian Gutiérrez controlled the ball on the left side, sending a pass
across the box for Kei Kamara. The forward kept it going right, sending a low pass to Haile-Selassie making a run
on the right. The midfielder placed it low for his third goal of the season.

New England also scored a third via Jozy Altidore in the 83rd minute. The result marks the Fire’s second
consecutive 3-3 draw in League play, as the team extended its unbeaten run to three matches across all
competitions.

NEXT MATCH: Chicago heads up North to face Toronto FC at 6:30 p.m. CT on Wednesday, May 31 at BMO
Field. The match will be broadcast on Apple TV+, streamed in English on wlsam.com, and transmitted locally in
Spanish on TUDN 1200 AM.

Notes:
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SERVICE YOU DESERVE

BRING IT!
C O N S I S T E N T  Q U A L I T Y  A N D  P A S S I O N

GET IN TOUCH WITH US TODAY!
CONTACT INFORMATION: (773) 875- 9899 / TICO@LMDMEDIAGROUP.COM


